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Digital Media, Society, and Culture 



Flappy Bird

https://flappybird.io/
http://bogost.com/writing/the_squalid_grace_of_flappy_bi/


Web 1.0:
Information wants 
to be expensive, 
but it also wants to 
be free



https://archive.org/details/GoogleAndTheWorldBrain_201611




Web 2.0:
Services want to be expensive, 
but they also want to be free

(An Amazing Jeff Story)

Not out on today!



Meet Jeff! Jeff likes books!



… maybe this is the one he liked best…



… but now he likes rockets even better…



… and us, his customers…



… and we like what Jeff got….

If you’re an investor you like Jeff a lot!



…because Jeff and us, we like to keep our money…

…but he does not have as much money as Elon, his mortal, spacefaring enemy… 
, but we don’t have as much money as Jeff… and he doesn’t share it… 

https://mkorostoff.github.io/1-pixel-wealth/


… even if that means, some of us have less…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0PU3jz9jNQ&t


… but maybe we don’t like Jeff anymore…



… until Friday 24 November!



Let’s be fair to Jeff… They’re all doing it!



The Virtual Auction!



What would you pay for 5 Candy Crush lives?



What would you pay for 5 Candy Crush lives?



What would you insure the most expensive Eve
Online Battle for? 
(i.e. What did this battle cost?)



What was the cost of the most expensive 
Eve-Online Battle?

The Massacre at M2-XFE: 

€353.702,-

https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/117417-most-costly-videogame-battle


What would you pay to be the owner of 
CLUB NEVERDIE?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGjJ4JnVfc0


What would you pay to be the owner of 
CLUB NEVERDIE?

Sold for $635.000 

in 2010 



What would you 
pay to be the 
owner of Beeple’s
Everydays—The 
First 5000 Days?



What would you 
pay to be the 
owner of Beeple’s
Everydays—The 
First 5000 Days?

$69.346.250

online on 

Christie’s

https://onlineonly.christies.com/s/beeple-first-5000-days/lots/2020
https://onlineonly.christies.com/s/beeple-first-5000-days/lots/2020


Web 3.0: 

Digital stuff wants to be expensive, 

but it also wants to be free bored



“Right click to own.”





Trust

https://blockgeeks.com/blockchain-infographics/


https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0xbc4ca0eda7647a8ab7c2061c2e118a18a936f13d/1294


Blockchains as Playful Economies

Web 1.0:
Information

Web 2.0:
Services

Web 3.0:
Stuff

The Digital Becomes Socio-Material



What happens when digital work becomes play and 
when digital play becomes work? (Content Cue)

Spacewar! 
at MIT’s Computer Lab

Gamification of an 
Amazon Warehouse

Tamagotchi Uni
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